Artist Trunk Shows...just in time for the Holidays!
Nov. 27, Dec. 4, 11, 18
1:00pm- 4:00pm
These Sunday events will feature 4-8 local artists showing and selling their quality wares. The Made
Local Marketplace, featuring over 170 artists, will also be open making the upcoming Sunday afternoons
a great shopping day at the Share Exchange. You will be delighted to find unique gifts made by our local
artists and makers while contributing to the local economy. Check our website for upcoming featured
artists. www.shareexchange.coop/trunkshows
November 27 We are featuring a variety of art, crafts and barbecue oyster grills!. Come meet the artists and enjoy refreshments
including herbal cordials provided by Herban Ecology.
Featured Artists:

Matt Rapalyae
Matt creates beautiful metal sculptures, cast bronze, and carved stone. " My love of art draws
me to create in 3 dimensions, portraying objects on a larger than life scale, utilizing balance
andrhythm while paying attention to details. I take deep pleasure in creating and sharing
responsive smile with everyonoe viewing my art."

June Frances
This artist makes neck adornments made from recycled fabrics and bead art, and decoupaged
lamps and tables. "I am a passionate person when it comes to transforming an ordinary object
into an extraordinary and beautiful piece of art.

Stacey Alysa Dennick
Stacey makes fused glass art, such as pendents, dishes, glass inlaid boxes, ornaments and
jewelry including delicate necklaces and earrings with semi-precious gemstones, with gold- filled
vermeil or sterling silver findings." My goal is to bring beauty, joy and whimsy into everyday life.
My art helps me focus on the qualities, people and materials I love. For me it is a love letter to
spirit."

Charlie Williams
A useful gift for the man behind the grill would be Charlie's BBQ oyster grills. The unique design
of this grill holds oysters upright for cooking no matter what the shape or size of their shells.
Holding the oysters upright helps prevent them from spilling the oyster liquor and sauce. This
beautifully designed grill can be used for both cooking and serving.. and it is crafted right here in
Santa Rosa!

The Share Exchange, 531 5th Street, Santa Rosa, CA 95407, 707.331.6850,
www.shareexchange.coop/trunkshows

